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This document was a collaborative effort on the part of the attendees of the Research Support Day 2022 held 1st Feb 2022.
https://sites.google.com/tthi.as/rscday/home
Session led by Anton Angelo anton.angelo@canterbury.ac.nz https://orcid.org/
0000-0002-2265-1299

What is the lowest cost, most effective thing you do to support researchers at your institution?
If someone beat you to it, add one of these handy check marks: ✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
If you’d like to speak to an item, add one of these with your name: ✋✋✋✋✋✋✋✋✋✋✋

For Research Groups
Provide basic info on a range of topics via website✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔v✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Provide a service catalogue around research support, impact, publishing, data wrangling✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Provide publication research impact metrics in order support grant applications✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Research Hub contains all information researchers need✔✔✔✔ ✔✔✔
Teach a range of workshops for researcher development✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Online help form✔✔✔✔✔✔
Developing Open Research Champions network✔✔✔
Ensure groups are aware that we're available to review their search strategies BEFORE they conduct their lit
review or environmental scan, & that they report it accurately in the final publication.✔✔✔✔✔✔
Assist with meeting mandated Open Access compliance obligations✔✔✔✔✔✔
Find a champion within the group that will support you and the story ✔✔
Data management planning at the START of their project✔✔✔✔✔✔
Set up a community of practice to discuss developments and support for open scholarship (both for academic and library staff)✔✔✔✔
Provide bespoke workshops at time of need for different groups focused on their particuar needs and aims✔✔
Invest in networks to ensure everyone's role is promoted and linked-up
Set up a Schol Comm Advisory group of academics so they can be provide the academic perspective, drive change and be conduit to their colleagues
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For Postgraduate Students
Online self-help guides/resources✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Provide basic info on a range of topics via website✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Provide a service catalogue around research support, impact, publishing, data wrangling✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Drop-in meetings for support and trouble-shooting✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Online workshops, Research skills hub in LMS such as Canva, and drop-in sessions✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Regular drop-in sessions for core transferrable skills✔✔
Online help form✔✔
Monthly news in Canvas/Lms✔✔
Outreach via a 'welcome email' for new HDRs and academics✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
HackyHour✔✔✔✔✔✔ ✔
(we have a 'research hour' that incorporates Hacky Hour but is also a drop in session for any research related questions)✔✔
'Publishing During your PhD' workshops✔✔✔✔
Present at HDR orientation sessions✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Share info with PhD co-ordinators and Grad Research Office✔✔✔✔✔✔
Ensuring we have a virtual presence in whatever space the researcher is most connected with✔✔
Invest in supporting honours students -> they may become our future PhDs and if they have a well established relationship with the library, they are more
likely to remain engaged

For Individual Researchers
Depending on question point to our online resources which will provide an answer to their particular question✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Make ourselves✔ available in web-based chat and meetings/consultations, both scheduled and at need (includes meeting clients in the interfaces THEY
prefer)✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Consultations inclu✔ding when they get a new grant✔✔✔✔✔
Online help form✔✔
Outreach via email "congratulations on your grant award", with orientation to OA and repository workflows that tie into grant outputs and reporting
process etc✔✔✔✔✔
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Teach researchers how to find their own metrics, and provide reliable background information on responsible use of
them✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Manage the institutional repository, which takes up almost all of my time as it is highly manual (this is a hard reality but also represents the kind of timeexpensive and resource-expensive activity that gets in the way)✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Invest in IR software that links you to the Research Office and allows for both groups to utilise the same records. ✔✔(advocate, endlessly, for this: a
modern, integrated RIMS)✔✔
When looking at the purchase of new IR/RIMS software, be realistic about how much time you have to participate in it's developement (if this is an
option). Consider implementing fully-functional software in the first instance and make it easy for your researchers to engage immediately.✔
HackyHour / Researcher Hour✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Green Open Access✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Journal Finder platform with compiled metrics from lots of other platforms✔✔
Individual profile "health check" - systematic analysis of PIDs, profiles, affiliation accuracy, name variants etc✔
Empower researchers to take up Green OA via strong institutional OA and IP policies✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Support with metrics for grants/promotion etc. (decision making based on their narrative)✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Impact and Engagement agenda
Make friends with well-connected researchers and ask them to sell your resources. ✔✔✔✔✔
Maintian strong relationships with the Research Office and team up where possible✔✔✔✔✔✔
Team up with staff supporting grant applications✔✔
Support and advocacy for better/alternative/inclusive/disrupted research measurement and reward
Supporting good data practice
Templates and checklists, and advice on where to store data, especially sensitive data✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
EC member of ARDC Institutional Underpinnings project on RDM✔✔
Participate in Research Data Governance and Management Working Group✔✔✔
Cooperating with eResearch Services (or local IT services) to deliver seamless advice ✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Establish a community of practice. Create a platform for researchers to support each other.✔
Working on a Research Infrastructure one stop shop project to help researchers find resources✔
Participate in cross-institutional ARDC projects for RDM support and infrastructure > feeds into national standards and conversations✔✔✔✔
Invest in staff data literacy✔✔✔✔
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Supporting publishing
Advice on predatory publishers, where to publish, working open, licensing✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Support read and publish deals✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔V✔
Promote Open Access publishing models✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔V
Provide an open publishing platform✔✔✔
Promote tools researchers need to include in evaluating their choices via workshop - provide worksheet template✔✔✔
Making Institutional Repository/publishing interactions easy to understand/navigate✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
do peer reviewing for OA journals ✔
in preference to non-OA journals
participate in peer reviews to critque lit search strategies
Stop Read and publish deals?✔
Promoting APC-free OA✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Dispelling myths about 'read & publish' deals (ie. they're hybrid in disguise)✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Dispelling myths about post-print Green OA/self-archiving✔✔
Finding sustainable ways to use open source platforms✔
Supporting ourselves!✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Managing up, across, down, and constant advocacy for schol comms professional skills building in LIS
Communities of Practice✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Checking in that we are ok✔✔✔✔✔
Sharing resources✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Collaboration (intra and inter University Libraries) ✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Engaging with new ideas through blogs, twitter, professional journals etc.✔✔✔✔
Time to reflect and do professional development✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Engage with researchers and build relationships✔✔✔✔✔
Develop cultural awareness and understanding - engage with indigenious peoples and support indigenious collegues✔✔✔✔✔✔
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Reach out across teams - e.g. engaging with non-professional staff who may bring other capabilities to the table no one is tapping into yet✔✔
Realize you cannot do everything and be kind to yourself ✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Point to other resources eg https://www.waikato.ac.nz/library/guidance/workshops/express ✔✔✔✔
Planning to ensure major goals are set✔
Learn about who is supporting research at your institution, make friends and team up✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
More events such as the RSC day✔✔
Have at least the skeleton of a cohesive communications plan so researchers can find out about all the great work you do!✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
Know your experts and subject specialists, this is great when doing referals and looking for support. Best supported with an internal contacts page that is
searchable.✔✔✔
Workshops like these!✔
Be prepared to say no - sometimes you can not do more with less✔✔✔
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